Introduction:
Some people need to try more and some people need to try less. This doesn't mean they should do nothing, but that they should try simply to do less. In the doing of too much there are moments that can get lost, information can get lost; in true doing the moments will reach full potential. Yet everything means something and everything is useful. In order to be conscious of the opportunities one must awaken, one must listen. I need to listen; in listening so much is being done. It takes patience to listen to the world.
Some people are so caught up with their needs that they forget to be patient and observe the possibilities in giving over to something different.
Dr. Cameron once said, "In the not doing, you are in fact doing." This is a complex yet simple thought. The development of consciousness or awareness can be used in acting. This perspective shift is important to change effort, by lessening it. This allows the observer to bare witness to so many things that are still being done in the space around them. I am willing to admit that I don't know much of anything when it comes to my process. There are things that I've come to believe and things that I've come to discern as rudimentary in acting practice, though imperative in the journey of life. I have developed an appreciation for many things, the written word, languages, action, choices, breath, the unknown possibilities, space, emotions, anatomy of the body and it's mechanics, teaching others how to act, change, people, food, vices, impulses and the willingness to continue this journey.
I don't necessarily mean journey in a sense of "This acting journey" but more in a sense of this life journey. I don't know where I will go and sometimes I don't know what I will do. This is something that I would never have let happen in the past because my tendency would be to drive to the end point of any dramatic situation. I'm here, and that's enough for once in my life. It is enough to simply be somewhere and not focus on where to go. In essence you are always going somewhere, either to your death or to the future. You needn't worry where because you have little control. All you need to worry about is the present. It is good to plan and hope but living in the present and reacting to the present is ultimately the only way you will get there. Wherever it is your going.
Process, what is a process? Is it the multiple actions in a period of time? Is it how you operate and what motivates your operation? Is process how you go about fulfilling your desires? Is it your interpretations? Is it how you function in an environment? Is it the reoccurring theme in your life patterns? Just some things to think about, more for me, because I'm changing every chance I get and so is the process. This document is a recap to what has significantly affected me in my time here. Will I envelop all of this information into unconscious competence? Maybe for a while or maybe not, like I said I don't really know. If anything I will say that one of the most important parts of my process is remembering to breathe and remember that breathing feels good.
Section 1: Relationship to self
My process of awareness requires the self-investigation and willingness to listen to observations made by those around me. This was difficult, in the beginning because I had to become aware of what people saw me do in an objective manner. It took me along time remember that it is all just information. There was a time when everything I did was motivated by the urge to succeed in completing tasks that would result in hypothetical goals. Product oriented driving was the habit to which I would attempt to reach goals and objectives. Everything I did was in order to get to the next step. This is simple but not what one needs to expand the artistic landscape of living in the moment. My needs were motivated by general ideas that were not grounded in the reality of what I was experiencing. There is so much that is going on in the present, but the ego, can dismiss all of these opportunities if one does not make the choice to appreciate the present and surrender to it. I had to listen more to everything. I didn't know myself very well; I had thoughts that were developed by my ego and my experiences. My previous life was always about getting somewhere rather than existing where I was. In this pattern I developed anxiety, tension and became locked up as wells as defensive. All this was because of fear.
I do not expect to know myself after my time hear, but I am interested in the awareness and curiosity of myself as I continue my journey. This is something that my students remind me off as, I tell them "You must always ask the question why. 
Section 2: Relationship to breath
The breath is the key in invigorating the body with life source. The capacities to do all physical tasks are based in the breath; I would have never considered the true importance of breath before coming to this place. I would have remained ignorant to the power within and the necessity of the breath in catalyzing physical release.
To do anything physically active in unison with imagination requires full inspiration and expiration. The body is at its most capable in a state of full ventilation, thus in this state expansion and presence are activated because the body is working with the breath, giving over to the breath not constraining. The breath is the vehicle to which one can access the potential connection to space, their partner and the audience.
Everything matters in the space and what connects you to everything is breath.
It is important to breathe in the space, as Matteo Destro would say "Spread you in the space", my interpretation of this is that breathing into the space and exchanging breath with it is taking in the space. With the minutia of this task in mind actions made in a space are full rather that pedestrian. With full body breath the corpse is activated with breath in the process of ventilation hence making the actor more present.
Conscious thought towards my breath was not of any consideration before my time here. I was unconsciously unaware of my relationship to breath and dismissed it.
This left me tight, contained and restricted to minimal forms of expression in response to my partners and all the moments available to play.
This also resulted to habits of forcing and pushing in my acting. My process requires constant reminder that it is all about the breath to a certain extent. That it is relevant, in actuality breath is the foundation.
This isn't it though, along with constant reminder of the need to breathe more in my everyday activity. For example, during any movement such as standing or walking even supporting and aligned spine in a seated position the breath must be fully expanded in effort to sustain these positions without inducing tension within the musculature.
Breathing itself is a process of slowing down; the breathing is the allowing of the tension to melt with the breath, the heat, the steam, and the blood cells. It is important to ask question the ability to be curious and question how is breath helping or hindering the body. There is so much to consider if the breath is not being used with full body breathing. Issues such as muscular blocks of tension can occur or channels of breath in vessels of the body may be constricted which will lead to tight tendons, fascia, and musculature. physically. There is so much that takes part in the process of working with the breath, blood cells, tissue, organ tissue and basic minerals that compose the rest of the body. All of these aspects of the body are working chemically, biologically, physiologically and physically in response to one another. They are reacting with impulses of energy, which will translate, to efficient movement and then to physical gesture. The process of movement needs the breath to sustain actions and to increase activation of the actor. I have gained insight and perspective to these specifics of the breathing process as part of my realization of how breath helps me act. This is purely regarding the internal use of breath so that I can release into the space, this begins to tap into the next step, which is to breathe in the space. During a show I like to attend a yoga class three times a week, at the least. If I can attend more I will. In accordance to those three classes I will commit to some cardio exercise as well to maintain endurance for the performance. Vocal work in my process is considered movement so it will be discussed in the "Relationship to Voice" section of this document. I stretch everyday, the stretches consist of yogic stretches and typical warm up stretches, usually meant to warm my body so that I can feel released and relaxed. The wooden dowel is a staple of my process because it helps me connect to my body with ease and specific focus on particular muscle groups that are holding tension.
I work to lose inhibitions with my physical responses in order to dismiss anticipation. Of course during the rehearsal process I will try things based out of direction, the script and most importantly response. The key for me is to not question myself too much but allow a response to arise out of the environment. The work to loosen the body is meant to allow play to happen frequently.
Clown, mask, and connecting the physical, psychological, and emotional relationships to work in a holistic fashion are what create the response and gestures of characters. One thing to always remain conscious of is that they are all tools, and every instance will require either an old tool to be utilized or and amalgam of multiple tools to be used. The key to manifesting physical gestures from a theoretical standpoint to reality is tied to the breath. and general strokes at first during my rehearsal process, but now I believe its better to make a mess at first then clean and sharpen the image as the character slowly develops into a portrait. An old problem of my work was trying desperately to play the portrait as soon as possible, without allowing the most colors to splat against the canvas.
Simplicity in movement is very important because movement itself is a process that requires many steps that are both conscious and unconscious. Old tendencies of mine that still plague me are rushing speech and movement. With this the character appears to be a wash, a mixture, and the saturation of singular colors are not seen but muddled in quick exposure. The colors need to be specifically exposed so that the story has this character to support it. The only way I can describe it is by not using the breath economically and allowing anxiety to master the movement instead of breathing the movement and seeking the opportunity to play in it.
The trust that all the physical work will be there during the performance and The point is to breathe life into characters, knowing that the character is an opportunity to shed light on parts of me that are necessary to support it. Sometimes the sheer thought of love and surrender is all I need to help me reach the state of play that creates joy in my work. The love must be for the giving over to mask and clown. Kalina has said, you must give the mask everything and not hold back, not only in the mid to max, but in the motors. Dr. Cameron states, you must come in full in your preparations.
Destro and Coletto said you must fill the space. Another quote I have from Destro is "Spread you in the space." Everything in this work is tied together tangibly with breath and movement.
For the character Coco in A Pocket Full of Sand, the spine of the character needed to be weighed down my time and guilt. Coco was older, so his movement was different from my movement. I used the information given through direction and the script to find whatever I could that would fit this characters stance, his gate and his demeanor. After two weeks of toying with ideas and physicality's I began to stick to the basic structure of one in particular and sit in it longer; I began to explore this form and relationship to space gravity, and the prospect of pain being an issue for his movements. Listening to the vibration is a sensitivity that I work to hone in on, because listening with the body is my way of navigating this characters' journey through space and time during the rehearsals.
The sensitivity to vibrations give me something to feel and respond to, it give me something to play. Its important to remember that acting is reacting and that a sensitive body is the primed instrument to do this. As this interaction between my characters body and the environment is happening in all I'm doing, as the actor, is gathering information and options. Sometimes options from previous rehearsals will connect and new choices will arise out of interactions thus hopefully creating new clearer moments. My process is about creating a new energy field, a circuit and identifying the nuances of its response.
The actor must always be present so that artistic choices are made. There is a key that Kalina explained to us in our third year that is also discussed by Destro and Coletto, it is that the actor must support the neutral state which then must fill the mask, almost like Up until recently most of my inhalation was labored and force in pursuance of desperation to release the body's tension. My efforts were associated with manipulation rather than allowance. It never dawned on me that a more positive approach of giving over to the possibility that the work does not need to be muscled but allowed. I need to allow myself to release instead of force myself to release.
There is a possibility that I am reaching a place where the breath is not labored or being forced into more spaces within my body, but the key is that I allow it to enter, and if there is pain I allow more breath to release the pain the tension in combination with sound.
Expanding with breath will help the production of sound, this is an imagination All of these things are valid in the continuance of my work, and will never reach a point of conclusion. If anything the awareness in itself is invaluable.
Section 5: What is a good actor? Where am I?
An athlete, an artist, a chef, a specialist, a technician, a carpenter, a builder, a painter, a slave, a career man, a career woman, a monster, a child, a dog, a fly, a machine, a representation of ideas from the imagination that live in a form that responds to the world around them. A player, a leader, a supporter, a follower, a sound, a movement, a gesture, a combination of dance and song, a comedy a tragedy an action of resulting actions, a bilingual magician, a perverse creep, a princess, an addict, an idiot and everything that has not been stated.
I do not know, I have beliefs and my beliefs will change. My tastes will change and so will the world. I believe an actor that is good is a person that can do anything, one that can tap into any part of themselves with immediacy and full connection to what they mean to communicate as per intention either in movement or sound. I believe a good actor can trick me in to doing anything, into believing anything, and not question but be seduced by their actions.
I believe a good actor can navigate any landscape and play within it with adversity and power. I don't want to know what is coming next, and I believe a good actor can make this happen. I believe a good actor is a master of the senses, the body, the mind, the emotions and the soul.
Good actors can deal with themselves and not allow their issues to imprint a character that they seek to develop, but how will I ever know if what I am seeing is truly engineered with precision and extensive work? I will not and this is ok as well. I feel as though the only reason this question is relevant so that I can elevate myself in this lifetime to the unattainable ideal.
A good actor is never satisfied, and this is what has been stated numerous times here. I believe it to be true; in order to attain greatness one must continually pursue it humbly but relentlessly. A good actor uses everything that is in front of them and endows it with relevance to what they are seeking.
The one who can slow time and make the audience follow the most specific nuance with complete attention, the one who can captivate a dog. That is the one who is on the path to becoming a good actor. The use of everything, the good actor uses everything, they play all the notes, they use their fear and they surrender to everything to the character. They sacrifice more than the rest. I can see more and listen more to the world without assuming that there is a reason, but accepting that things just happen. I have an easier time letting go while expressing things rather than holding onto things and gaining the energetic weight of negativity of things that I do not want to hold on to. I do not identify, as an actor acting is a profession. I am trying to find peace as a person, who so happens to enjoy acting. I can sit in stillness for longer periods of time, yet I still criticize this minuscule feat. This is fine, I am allowed this so that I can accept it a move forward. 
